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Answer the questions. 

1. How many vowel sounds are in the word explained? _______________________

2. In the word regretted, the letter e makes how many different sounds? _______________________

3.	 Which	word	starts	with	a	three-letter	blend,	then	the	/ŭ/	sound?	 _______________________

4. In the word abandoning, is the first a long, short, or neither? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. bearing a likeness to something else _______________________

6. gathering for a purpose _______________________

7. fastening; tangling  _______________________

8. gaining something positive, usually money _______________________

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word below. 

9.  allowed  ___________________________ (9 letters)

10.  pleading  ___________________________ (7 letters)

11.  pulsing ___________________________ (9 letters)

12.  acquired  ___________________________ (8 letters)

Spelling List F-11: Inflectional Endings: -ed, -ing

unplugged
complaining
strumming
profiting
explained
embedded
collecting

 committed
 permitted
 throbbing
 resembling
 excelled
 forbidding
 knotting

limited
obtained
begging
regretted
abandoning
resulted

Spelling Words Review Words

troublesome
purposefully
engaging

initiated
encompassing

Challenge Words
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  The poor dog had a porcupine quill _______________________ in its snout.

14.  Carter thought the TV was broken, but in reality, it was merely _______________________.

15.  Torrential rains _______________________ in lots of localized flooding.

16.  Miss Brown _______________________ students to two pieces of candy from the bowl.

17.  Dad always says, “It’s no use just _______________________ about things; you have to do  
  something about them!”

18.  “We are _______________________ you from attending that party,” said Dion’s parents.

19.  Are you as _______________________ to improving your community as I am?

20.  Although Janiyah struggled in social studies, she _______________________ in math.

Answer the questions. 

21.  What long vowel sound is in the word engaging?   ________________________

22.  How many syllables are in the word troublesome?   ________________________

23.  Did using -ly cause the doubled letters in the word purposefully?  ________________________

24.  Did using -ing cause the doubled letters in the word  
  encompassing?   ________________________

25.  Which consonant is used to make the /sh/ sound in the  
  word initiated?   ________________________

unplugged
forbidding

complaining
committed

 excelled
 embedded

 resulted
 limited 
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ANSWER KEY

two

three

strumming

neither

resembling

collecting

knotting

profiting

permitted

begging

throbbing

obtained
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/ā/

three

yes

 
no

 
t

embedded

unplugged

resulted

limited

complaining

forbidding

committed

excelled

ANSWER KEY
Spelling List F-11: Inflectional Endings: -ed, -ing

unplugged
forbidding

complaining
committed

 excelled
 embedded

 resulted
 limited 


